“I

t is certain”, wrote Henry Maudsley, leading alienist and specialist on
the criminal mind in 874,
… that lunatics and criminals are as much manufactured articles as are
steam engines and calico-printing machines, only the processes of the
organic manufactury are so complex that we are not able to follow them.
They are neither accidents nor anomalies in the universe, but come by
law and testify to causality; and it is the business of science to ﬁnd out
what the causes are and by what laws they work.

If Victorian science did not yet have the ability to observe this “organic
manufactury” at ﬁrst-hand, it did consider itself perfectly capable of producing a detailed description of the ﬁnished article. But what was to be
gained from such an enterprise? There was of course the desire to satisfy scientiﬁc curiosity; part of that quintessentially Victorian passion for
measurement, classiﬁcation and precise visual representation which swept
through a whole raft of scientiﬁc disciplines of the period, a passion which
left its lasting monument in the great nineteenth-century museums as well
as countless private collections.2
This is part of the story, as we shall see, but not its entirety. There
was not just a desire to describe criminals, but also to explain them. What
gripped the minds of a wide range of Victorians and Edwardians was thus
not simply a taxonomic desire to pin a label on “The Criminal” and place
him or her under a bell jar, but to explore the very springs of crime itself.
These two were very much complementary approaches of course, for it
was an article of faith of Victorian inductive science that theory followed
naturally from careful observation. Thus providing the object of study was
approached with suﬃcient scientiﬁc rigour, the “facts” would speak for
themselves. As leading French anthropologist Paul Broca put it in 868, “it
is the axiom of all observational sciences that facts must precede theories.”3
What was required was the methodological equivalent of Sherlock Holmes’s
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magnifying glass; when brought to bear on the problem by a well-trained
observer, the facts would miraculously spring into focus, just like a ﬁngerprint at the scene of a crime. Only after such meticulous data collection
could cautious generalisations be made.
If the elusive criminal diathesis could be distilled, bottled and rendered accessible to the scientist’s gaze, a ﬁrst and important step would have
been made on the road to penetrating the workings of Maudsley’s “organic
manufactury”. Further analysis should then logically permit hypotheses
to be formulated concerning the cause—or causes—of crime. This was no
mere academic conundrum, for upon its successful resolution depended
the very life, limb and property of each of Her Majesty’s subjects. At a
time when the ingenuity and economic power of this, the ﬁrst Industrial
Nation, seemed capable of resolving any problem, intellectual or practical,
criminal behaviour continued to stubbornly resist the best eﬀorts of the
country’s greatest minds. Even when overall crime levels began to fall in the
last quarter of the nineteenth century, there remained a rump of “habituals”—or “recidivists” as the fashionable new term from across the Channel
would have it—apparently immune to both the punitive and reformatory
elements in the penal system.
In the British case, research on the causes of criminal behaviour in the
period covered by this book—from 860 to 98—would retain a fundamentally practical character. Its practitioners tended to shy away from grandiose,
over-arching theories; speculation as to the causes of crime could safely be
left to the various Continental schools of criminology with their “barren
disquisitions and pretentious speculations”.4 Indeed, with only one or two
exceptions, the British took no part in the wide-ranging and often acrimonious debates on the causes of crime played out at a series of international
congresses on criminal anthropology in the 880s and 890s.
Home-grown experts, in contrast to their continental colleagues, were
almost exclusively criminal justice professionals, many of them doctors, psychiatrists or civil servants working in the Home Oﬃce-run prison system.
Such men were looking for what they considered to be common-sense solutions to concrete problems faced by both law enforcement agencies and by
the prison system: How to tell the diﬀerence between the criminal and the
law-abiding; how to unmask an inveterate “habitual” who was claiming to be
a ﬁrst-time oﬀender; how to distinguish between a convict genuinely “unﬁt”
for the rigours of punishment or forced labour and a mere malingerer?
“Common sense” is of course a ﬁckle mistress. As Martin Wiener has
perceptively noted, the British insistence on practical, value-free solutions
to policing and penal problems
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Thus, for “The Criminal” to be conceptualised as a worthy object of
scientiﬁc study in the same way as, say, a mollusc or an unstable chemical compound, it was necessary to start from the kind of assumptions to
which Wiener refers here; namely that criminals constituted a sub-category
of the Human Race who diﬀered from the law-abiding majority in other
ways than simply by their lawbreaking, and that those diﬀerences were
accessible to scientiﬁc investigation.
Thus, despite their emphasis on inductive method and self-evident
facts “out there”, in reality British criminologists6 approached their chosen
subject with a whole raft of preconceptions which coloured their view of
the phenomenon. It is as if Sherlock Holmes’s magnifying glass had been
ﬁtted with a variety of distorting lenses and coloured ﬁlters, thereby subtlely, almost imperceptibly, altering the image under scrutiny. The object
of this book is to dust oﬀ and examine these “ﬁlters”, to explore Wiener’s
“prior interpretations of experience” which structured the British approach
to understanding criminal behaviour in this period.
Just as a particular species of mollusc has empirically demonstrable
characteristics that permit a specimen to be unequivocally classiﬁed either
within or outside the group, so, the Victorians reasoned, an individual
could be unequivocally apportioned to one of two mutually exclusive categories: the “criminal” or the “non-criminal”. It was a matter of cracking
the code. That it was possible to grasp the key to this code, the Victorian
mind took as read. It might take some time to ﬂush it out, but like Alice,
eager to pursue that elusive white rabbit, scientists were convinced that
they would eventually succeed in tracking down the equivalent of the
“drink me” potion, thereby permitting policy-makers and criminal justice
professionals to unlock the secrets of the criminal mind.
The stakes were high. Most of Britain’s criminologists were employed
in the country’s centrally-administered and publicly-ﬁnanced prison system—which before 877 meant its convict prisons7—and felt keenly the
pressure emanating from public and politicians alike to ﬁnd penal solutions that were at once eﬀective and economical. For the ﬁrst part of our
period, the crime rate seemed to be rising inexorably, and the pressure
to do something—anything—to halt it in its tracks was intense. There
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… has often served simply to obscure the sources and contexts of policy
concerning criminals and others.… [I]t is obvious that even the most
practical men do not act in a conceptual or moral vacuum. Determining
what constitutes practicality and common sense requires prior interpretations of experience; and thus we are brought back to wider social and
cultural questions.5
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was a temptation in such circumstances, as historian Janet Saunders has
observed8, for prison administrators to put up their hands and claim impotence in the face of a criminal class born and bred to incorrigible lawbreaking. As we shall see, by the 860s, they were able to marshal convincing
scientiﬁc arguments drawn from a number of ﬁelds—Darwinian biology,
racial anthropology and French psychiatry among them—to support such
a gloomily determinist prognosis. However, such arguments carried with
them a major drawback. For career prison administrators and medical
oﬃcers, impotence was not a very comfortable mantle to bear, at least not
for any length of time. There was professional pride at stake. If Britain’s
criminal class was destined from birth to break the law and end up behind
bars, what role did that leave for the senior personnel of the country’s penal
system, except as gloriﬁed turnkeys?
There was a more sophisticated version of this fatalistic argument,
according to which prison could function to deter potential wrongdoers—
particularly young people tempted by the easy pickings of a life of crime—
while having little or no power to reform those who had already embarked
upon the path of the career criminal. This argument would be advanced
repeatedly by Sir Edmund Du Cane, Britain’s prison supremo from 877
until his retirement in 895. If the country’s prisons contained a greater
and greater proportion of habitual criminals, this was not, he argued,
proof of the inability of the system to reform prisoners, but rather of the
prison’s increasing success at inspiring a salutary dread in the breasts of
those tempted by crime. “I should rejoice”, Du Cane told an audience at
the Social Science Association in 875,
to see the day when no persons were convicted except those who had
been convicted before; for if there were no fresh conviction, then clearly
the criminal army would not be receiving any recruits, and we should
be one step nearer to the full attainment of our object.9

According to such reasoning, the eﬀectiveness of the prison as a deterrent
would eventually mean that the supply of habituals would dry up altogether,
and carceral institutions would render themselves obsolete (though quite
how “deterrence” would operate in such circumstances with no habituals
of which to make an example remains unclear).
This argument had the merit of restoring a certain positive role for
the prison—if it can be called that— in that it emphasised the need for a
particular carceral regime, though one whose chief objective was to make
prison as thoroughly disagreeable for its inmates as possible. This regime
was not chieﬂy for the beneﬁt of the prisoners themselves (though “hard
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labour, hard fare and a hard bed” would not do them any harm, it was
reasoned), but rather to deter potential criminals outside the prison walls.
However, such a conception of the function of the prison system left little
scope for intervention by prison doctors; little, that is, beyond administering to ailments real or imaginary (the latter in the form of malingering
were considered to represent a particularly intractable problem), and distinguishing between prisoners who were “ﬁt” for labour or punishment,
and those whose poor mental and/or physical condition meant that they
were “unﬁt” to undergo its rigours.
This latter question was of no little importance in the daily routine
of the prison doctors, and we shall see that attempts to resolve it was an
important impetus to research on the mental and physical characteristics
of the convict population by medical oﬃcers from the 860s onwards.
These pioneering researches drew both on long-standing stereotypes of
the Criminal drawn from phrenology and physiognomy, and newer biological, anthropological and psychiatric theories becoming current in
mid-Victorian empirical science. Out of the blending of these intellectual inﬂuences and the practical necessities of the prison regime would
emerge something closely resembling a criminal-type: a generic portrait of
the Criminal in both his physical (particularly physiognomic) traits and
behavioural aspects.
Signiﬁcantly, attention would be focussed almost exclusively on establishing a male criminal-type. The reasons for this are complex and yet to be
fully determined, but need to be considered brieﬂy here to explain why a
decision was taken to largely exclude any consideration of theories of female
criminal behaviour from this book. Most important perhaps, the apparent crime wave of the 850s and 860s which served as a catalyst for early
research on the springs of criminal behaviour was perceived as an almost
exclusively male aﬀair, linked in both the public mind and oﬃcial discourse
to the release of unreformed convicts back into the community. The threat
posed by the “Criminal Class” was thus seen in strongly gendered terms.
Female crime did of course pose its own problems to the dominant moral
order —seen above all in the long-running debate on prostitution0—but
the priority among Britain’s ﬁrst generation of criminologists was on doing
something about the urgent “problem of the habitual criminal”; a problem
seen—with some empirical justiﬁcation—in largely male terms.
Though the precise reasons for the increasing rarity of women in the
machinery of the nineteenth-century criminal justice system are yet to
be adequately explained2, the relatively modest size of the female prison
population may account in part for the relative lack of interest in the scientiﬁc
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study of its behavioural and physical speciﬁcities. Other factors may also be
involved. Outside the specialised women’s prisons (the ﬁrst of which were
built in the 850s), there would have been little opportunity for medical oﬃcers to come into regular contact with female oﬀenders, and this may have
limited the opportunities for research. There was also (again) the question of
professional pride. The female convict service was regarded by medical oﬃcers and oﬃcials as the least desirable posting in the Victorian prison service.
Perhaps research on women prisoners would have suﬀered by association. At
the same time, the male corps of Victorian prison doctors may have considered speculation on the behavioural and particularly physical characteristics
of female criminals to be either of dubious moral propriety or likely to lead
to allegations of prurience from their colleagues or the wider reading public. The way in which the 895 English translation of Cesare Lombroso and
Guglielmo Ferrero’s anthropological study of women criminals, La donna
delinquente (published in the UK as The Female Oﬀender 3) was heavily
bowdlerised, leaving out or toning down any material of a sexually explicit
nature, reveals the force of such unwritten taboos.4
Whatever the reasons, while there are scattered references in the literature to the physiognomy of women criminals5, and general remarks about
their “troublesome” and “unreasonable” natures6, they were conspicuous
by their absence in the criminological research produced during the period
covered by this book, despite the availability from 895 of Lombroso and
Ferrero’s book.7 Only in the Edwardian period would the situation begin
to change, with growing eugenics-inspired concern about the procreative
capacities of “feeble-minded” female criminals.8
In fact in many ways, the trajectory of criminological thinking is
gender-speciﬁc. A recent study has argued that The Female Oﬀender “actually had a greater long-term impact on the study of female crime than
Criminal Man did on theories of male crime.”9 It was felt that to do full
justice to that speciﬁcity was beyond the scope of this book. However, if
anything close to an adequate history of these early years of British criminology is to be written, the intriguing possibilities of the statement quoted
above will need to be unravelled. That task still awaits its historian.20
In the last decades of the nineteenth century, British prison medical
oﬃcers would increasingly be drawn towards a new, therapeutic conception
of their role, one which went beyond merely sorting prisoners into one of
a number of administrative boxes: “ﬁt for punishment”, “ﬁt only for light
duties”, etc. As they delved deeper into the darker recesses of the criminal
mind—amassing data on the physical and mental traits of the prisoners
in their charge—it is not surprising perhaps that prison doctors should
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have sought a more rewarding, and socially more prestigious function
within the prison system than that of the ﬁling clerk, one in fact more
in keeping with the growing social and professional status of the medical
profession as a whole.2 After all, medical practitioners on the outside were
in a position to heal—or at least attempt to heal—their patients, and were
able to draw on an increasing body of knowledge about complex psychological and psychiatric disorders in order to do so. Prison medical oﬃcers
were keen to share in these exciting new developments, and adapt new
treatments to the case of individual criminals, or perhaps come up with
suitable treatments of their own. Such a conception of the criminal was
clearly incompatible with one that emphasised the incorrigibility of large
swathes of the prison population. Since British criminology was born in
this medico-penal context, the occupational priorities of this small, closeknit group of practitioners is of vital importance.
David Garland has argued22 that the therapeutic, individualising impetus of late nineteenth-century British thinking on crime can be contrasted
with the approach favoured by Victorian physical anthropologists, who
sought to classify individuals into discrete groups based on generic constitutional and racial attributes. Such a conception of British criminology is
oﬀered as an explanation of why home-grown practitioners remained resolutely, often vituperatively, hostile to Italian criminologist Cesare Lombroso
and his conception of the atavistic delinquente-nato or “born criminaltype”, programmed from birth to commit crime.23 Identiﬁable by means
of distinctive anatomical and physiognomic stigmata, here was “a group
of criminals born for evil, against whom all social cures break as against
a rock.”24 Such an approach was consistently lambasted in British medical
journals and criminological treatises from the 890s onwards; condemned
not just for its fundamentally misguided search for an all-encompassing
criminal-type instead of the case-by-case approach favoured on this side of
the Channel, but also for its slapdash methodology and deductive, rather
than inductive, reasoning.
According to this view, theories of the born criminal-type were at best,
like phrenology and physiognomy, quaint reminders of the pre-history of
scientiﬁc scrutiny of criminal behaviour. At worst, recycling old stereotypes
of atavistic, low-browed born criminals pandered to what an 894 article in
the British Medical Journal called the “morbid love of notoriety fostered by
the cheap newspapers of the present day with their blood-curdling ‘bills’
and their puﬃng paragraphs.” It was one thing for penny dreadfuls, broadsheets and popular theatre to feed such unwholesome public interest in the
gruesome details of violent crime and the inhuman “monsters” believed
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to perpetrate them. It was quite another for respectable men of science to
sully their hands with notions which, in the view of the journal, represented
“a greater danger to society than ‘atypical conﬂuence’ of the ﬁssures of the
brain and other signs relied upon by criminological Zadigs.”25
Indeed, British specialists in the late-Victorian and Edwardian periods frequently poured scorn not only on the biological determinism of
Lombroso but also on its principle rival, the sociological model of criminal
behaviour associated with the French milieu social school of Alexandre
Lacassagne and Gabriel Tarde. Some British criminologists would even go
as far as ruling out the value of generalisation per se.
This account of the origins of British criminology was found to raise
some troubling questions however. Prison medical oﬃcers shared, we
have noted, in researches in the 860s and 870s which conceptualised
the Criminal as belonging to a relatively homogenous “criminal class”,
with distinctive physical and mental traits, precisely the kind of assumptions underlying Lombroso’s later conception of the born-criminal type (an
intellectual debt which the Italian was quite happy to acknowledge). The
conventional account has the researches conducted by these “English precursors of Lombroso”26 petering out around the mid-870s, at which point
criminological research apparently disappeared from these shores until its
re-birth in the 890s in a new therapeutic and ferociously anti-Lombrosian form. The intention in the following pages is to explore this puzzling
series of events in further detail. To look at where that early research took
its inspiration, and why—if such was indeed the case—this search for the
criminal-type faded into obscurity barely a decade after it began. Equally,
the sudden arrival of Garland’s therapeutic criminology in the 890s, with
assumptions apparently in stark contrast to those of the previous generation of researchers, would require further examination.
As the foregoing remarks may already have hinted, neither the mysterious disappearance of the “precursors”, nor the equally miraculous emergence of the white-coated therapeutic discipline twenty years later, proved
to be quite what they seemed. It turned out that there was not in fact a
ﬁfteen-year standstill in British theorising on the causes of crime from
the mid-870s, neither was the “new” criminology of the 890s quite as
new as contemporaries—and some historians—have suggested. Equally,
the opposition between continental theorising—whether clothed in French
environmentalism or Italian atavism—and the home-grown variety proved
to be much less clear-cut than a superﬁcial reading might suggest. This is
not to deny the existence of important diﬀerences between British criminological practice and dominant approaches in France and Italy. What tended
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to get lost in the heat of debate, however, was that these competing schools
had a number of fundamental assumptions in common.
The search for a distinctive criminal-type—for a set of physical and
mental traits believed to be common to all criminals, or at least to certain
kinds of criminals—would in fact prove to be an enduring feature of British criminological discourse during the whole period from 860 to 98,
despite wide-ranging changes in the socio-economic, political and intellectual climate in which this search was grounded, and despite the currency of comments expressing the precise opposite. The language would
change, the theories mustered to justify the existence of the criminal-type
would change, but many of the visual signiﬁers of the “gaol look” as it
was sometimes called, would prove remarkably resilient during this sixtyyear period. When Edwardian prison doctors and psychiatrists described
the visual traits of the “feeble-minded” oﬀender, and eugenicists sought
to deﬁne those of the “unﬁt” or “degenerate”, striking similarities can be
observed with the crude physiognomic stereotypes of the 850s and ’60s.
In short, Cesare Lombroso’s delinquente nato had not after all been consigned to the history books, nor was it conﬁned to the harmless rantings of
foreign theorists, but was alive and well and safely ensconsed at the heart
of British criminological practice.
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